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Abstract

Nowadays, the most used method in studies of the coevolution of
hosts and symbionts is phylogenetic tree reconciliation. A crucial is-
sue in this method is that from a biological point of view, reasonable
cost values for an event-based parsimonious reconciliation are not eas-
ily chosen. Different approaches have been developed (Alcala et al.,
2017; Baudet et al., 2015; Szöllősi et al., 2013) to infer such cost val-
ues for a given pair of host and symbiont trees. However, a major
limitation of these approaches is their inability to model the invasion
of different host species by a same symbiont species (referred to as a
spread event), which is thought to happen in symbiotic relations. To
mention one example, the same species of insects may pollinate dif-
ferent species of plants. This results in multiple associations observed
between the symbionts and their hosts (meaning that a symbiont is
no longer specific to a host), that are not compatible with the current
methods of coevolution.

In this paper, we propose a method, called AmoCoala (a more
realistic version of a previous tool called Coala) which for a given pair
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of host and symbiont trees, estimates the probabilities of the cophy-
logeny events, in presence of spread events, relying on an approximate
Bayesian computation (ABC) approach.

The algorithm that we propose, by including spread events, en-
ables the multiple associations to be taken into account in a more
accurate way, inducing more confidence in the estimated sets of costs
and thus in the reconciliation of a given pair of host and symbiont
trees. Its rooting in the tool Coala allows it to estimate the proba-
bilities of the events even in the case of large datasets. We evaluate
our method on synthetic and real datasets. The software is available
at https://team.inria.fr/erable/en/software/amocoala/

Keywords: reconciliation, cophylogeny, ABC method, spread.

1 Introduction

A powerful framework for modelling host-symbiont coevolution is pro-
vided by cophylogeny, a method which allows to infer combined evolutionary
scenarios for a pair of phylogenetic trees of hosts and symbionts. The cophy-
logeny problem is usually envisioned as a problem of mapping the phyloge-
netic tree of the symbionts into the one of the hosts (see e.g. Charleston, 2003;
Merkle and Middendorf, 2005; Page, 1994; Donati et al., 2015). Such map-
ping, called a reconciliation, allows the identification of (up to) four types of
biological events: (a) cospeciation, when the symbiont diverges in correspon-
dence to the divergence of a host species; (b) duplication, when the symbiont
diverges but not the host; (c) host switch, when a symbiont switches from one
host species to another independently of any host divergence; and (d) loss,
which can describe for instance speciation of the host species independently
of the symbiont, which then follows just one of the new host species.

The reconciliation method is abstract enough that it may actually be
applied to different types of data, of which a common one is gene-species
associations (Bansal et al., 2012; Doyon et al., 2011; Hallett and Lagergren,
2001; Stolzer et al., 2012; Tofigh et al., 2011). In fact, the trees that are
compared do not even need to be representations of phylogenies. For instance
in Becerra (1997), the phylogenetic tree of the beetle genus Blepharida is
compared to a tree of the host plants (genus Bursera) whose construction is
based on chemical similarity. Such generality may be seen as an advantage
since the methods developed for host-symbiont associations (Conow et al.,
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2010; Merkle et al., 2010; Baudet et al., 2015; Donati et al., 2015) could be
applicable to other situations (such as the gene-species context). However,
this also shows that these models do not fully capture the specificity of the
host-symbiont context. Among the most important aspects that have been
only partially addressed is the fact that a same symbiotic species can interact,
and therefore be associated with more than one host species; we refer to this
as a multiple association. This is in sharp contrast with the gene-species
context where a gene (sequence) is naturally associated to only one species
(the one it is extracted from) (Stolzer et al., 2012; Bansal et al., 2018).

In host-symbiont systems, a multiple association can result from a com-
bination of biologically different situations. Following Banks and Paterson
(2005), such association can indeed be explained by: (i) cryptic symbiont
species (that is, different symbiont species that are morphologically indis-
tinguishable); (ii) misclassified (over-split) hosts (if the apparently different
host species to which the symbiont is related represent in fact a same single
species); (iii) recent host switches (when the symbiont has recently colonised
a new host species and in the newly established population, there is very
limited genetic diversity compared to the original symbiont population); (iv)
failure to speciate by the symbiont population despite the fact that the host
diverged (which might happen if the symbiont populations maintain genetic
contact despite the host speciation); and (v) incomplete host switching (if a
symbiont colonised a sister taxon of its original host, and maintained genetic
contact with the source population).

While in the cases (i)-(ii) the multiple associations are due to errors in
defining the real input, in the cases (iii)-(v) those are caused by the ability
of the symbiont to be associated to more than one host species and hence
require the introduction of an additional biological event that has been called
spread in the literature. The first use of such term seems to be in Brooks and
McLennan (1991). Several methods in the literature deal with multiple asso-
ciations in a more or less ad-hoc way but to the best of our knowledge none
of them fully considers spread events. As multiple associations can be caused
by spread events, any method that deals with multiple associations without
considering spread events is not satisfying. Below, we briefly review the state
of the art of cophylogenetic methods that consider multiple associations.

The methods presented in the literature on host and symbiont trees rec-
onciliation can be divided into two main groups: parsimony methods and
statistical methods of inference. The first group is based on an optimisation
problem where, given a cost for each of the events, an optimal reconciliation
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is found by minimising its total cost. An advantage of parsimony methods
is that they allow not only to estimate the frequencies of each of the events
but also to infer the past associations. However, a major problem with these
methods is that the solutions obtained are strongly dependent on the costs
that have to be chosen a priori. Indeed, costs are inversely proportional to
the obtained frequencies: the larger an event cost, the smaller the corre-
sponding frequency of this event. Statistical approaches can then be used in
addition to or as an alternative as they remove the subjective step of cost
parameter choice and rely instead on a simultaneous inference of parameter
values (i.e. event probabilities) and events.

To the best of our knowledge, the parsimony-based methods that address
multiple associations are the following: CoRe-Pa (Merkle et al., 2010), Jane
4 (Conow et al., 2010) and WiSPA (unpublished, see Drinkwater et al.
(2016)). The tool CoRe-Pa (Merkle et al., 2010) deals only with the case of
cryptic species and solves the multiple associations locally in a parsimonious
way. Jane 4 (Conow et al., 2010) and WiSPA (Drinkwater et al., 2016)
consider multiple associations as resulting only from recent host switches
(case (iii) above, see Brooks et al. (2004)).

For what concerns the statistical approaches, only Alcala et al. (2017)
proposed a method of inference addressing multiple associations. The au-
thors develop an approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) method to infer
the rates of only two events: host switch and cospeciation. Their approach
is different from the current literature on tree reconciliation in many ways.
First, their method relies on symbiont genomic sequences to produce sets
of dated phylogenies instead of relying on a single symbiont tree. More-
over, they pre-estimate extinction and speciation rates from the set of recon-
structed symbiont phylogenies. As cospeciation occurs independently from
the speciation process in their cophylogeny model, one might expect that
the symbiont trees obtained with this method exhibit more speciations than
expected. Finally, their method outputs only a host-shift rate and a cospe-
ciation probability but no quantification of duplication or loss events. Note
that a very recent work addresses multiple associations in host-parasite sys-
tems, by modelling host repertoire evolution along the branches of a parasite
tree (Braga et al., 2020). However, this method is far from the reconciliation
approach and uses the host tree only through host pairwise distances.

In this paper, we introduce spread as a fifth event in the method called
Coala (for COevolution Assessment by a Likelihood-free Approach) origi-
nally proposed in Baudet et al. (2015) which to our knowledge was the first
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method to rely on ABC in the context of tree reconciliation. Coala infers a
probability for each of the four cophylogeny events: cospeciation, duplication,
host switch and loss but requires that the input has no multiple association.
Introducing a spread event is a challenge and there is yet no canonical way
to do this.

We choose to introduce two kinds of spread events, called vertical and
horizontal spreads respectively. In this way, we capture the 2 different situ-
ations occurring in the cases (iii)-(v) above. The first event, called vertical
spread, corresponds to a spread of a symbiont in the entire subtree below a
host species. This event could also be called a freeze in the sense that the
evolution of the symbiont freezes while the symbiont continues to be asso-
ciated with a host and with the new species that descend from this host.
As will be further detailed in Section Model and Method, this event covers
case (iv) above and is related to what is known in the literature as failure
to diverge (see for example Conow et al. (2010)). This also corresponds to
the speciation as a generalist introduced in Alcala et al. (2017). The second
event, called horizontal spread, informally corresponds to the combination of
a “host switch” with 2 different vertical spreads, one occurring in the initial
host subtree and the second in the new host subtree. Thus, this horizontal
spread event includes both an invasion, of the symbiont which remains with
the initial host but at the same time gets associated with (invades) another
host that is not a descendant of the first, plus a freeze, actually a double
freeze as the evolution of the symbiont freezes in relation to the evolution
of the host to which it was initially associated and to the evolution of the
second host it invaded. This event is useful to describe the cases (iii) and
(v) from above. It allows to explain the case where two host clades that are
phylogenetically distant are associated with the same symbiont species. No-
tice that a fundamental difference between host switch and horizontal spread
is that in the former, the symbiont that switches hosts will further create 2
different symbionts, each one associated to the initial and to the new host
respectively. In particular, a host switch never induces a multiple associa-
tion, in sharp contrast with a horizontal spread. Notice also that cases (i)
and (ii) above correspond to input errors rather than real biological events.
Nonetheless, these situations are dealt with by our model. Indeed, case (i) is
considered as a horizontal spread while case (ii) counts as a vertical spread.
Our goal here is not to correct for these potential input errors but to provide a
comprehensive framework that handles the diversity of biological situations.

In this paper, we propose a method, called AmoCoala, which for a given
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pair of host and symbiont trees, first estimates the probabilities of spread
events directly from the input and second estimates the probabilities of the
remaining four classical cophylogeny events, relying on an ABC approach. In
doing so, we also define a new distance to compare two symbiont trees that
are associated with the same host tree in presence of multiple associations.
Indeed, ABC methods heavily rely on the ability to compare observations
with simulated datasets. In the cophylogeny context, this means comparing
trees (as these are the most complete information on the data), a task that is
far from trivial. Our new distance is an extension of the classical Maximum
Agreement Subtree distance (MAS ) (Ganapathy et al., 2005) to what we call
set-labelled trees. We believe this new distance can be of independent interest
(see Section Model and Method and also the Supplementary Material).

We test AmoCoala on both synthetic and real datasets and compare the
results with Coala. We could not compare our approach with the tool Alcala
et al. (2017) due to the, previously described, substantial differences both in
the model and in the input. Our tests show that AmoCoala produces
results that seem closer than those of Coala to what is expected from the
judgment of a biological expert.

2 Model and method

2.1 Reconciliations and cophylogeny events

Similarly to Coala, AmoCoala is built on the event-based model pre-
sented in Charleston (2002); Tofigh et al. (2011). The input of AmoCoala
consists of a triple (H,S, φ) where H and S correspond to the phylogenetic
trees of the hosts and symbionts, respectively, and φ is a relation from the
leaves of the symbiont tree L(S) to the leaves of the host tree L(H). The
relation φ describes the existing associations between currently living sym-
biont species and their hosts. More precisely, φ is a function from the set of
symbiont leaves to the set of all subsets of host leaves. Notice that a multiple
association will correspond to a leaf in the symbiont tree that is associated
to more than one leaf in the host tree. In Coala, as well as in all the models
that do not allow for multiple associations, the relation φ assigns to each
s ∈ L(S) exactly one host leaf in L(H) (notice however that one host can be
associated to more than one symbiont). In AmoCoala, this constraint will
be dropped and thus we have that each leaf s ∈ L(S) in the symbiont tree is
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associated to φ(s), a subset of L(H).
A reconciliation λ is a function from the vertices of the symbiont species

tree to the set of all subsets of vertices of the host tree that is an extension
of φ, i.e. that is the same function as φ when restricted to the sets of
leaves. In the classical setting, a reconciliation can be associated to a set
of cospeciations, duplications, host switches and losses (the four classical
cophylogeny events). For more details about the reconciliation model, we
refer to Charleston (2002); Tofigh et al. (2011); Stolzer et al. (2012); Donati
et al. (2015); Baudet et al. (2015) and our Supplementary Material. In this
paper, we extend the classical reconciliation model to include other biological
events.

Finally notice that here we focus on models that do not require the host
tree to be dated. This is a clear advantage of the method as this information is
rarely available and when it is available, is often not reliable. However, as we
do not require the host tree to be dated some combinations of host switches
can introduce an incompatibility due to the temporal constraints imposed by
the host and symbiont trees, as well as by the reconciliation itself. We say
that a reconciliation is time-feasible if it does not violate the time-feasibility
constraints. The exact criterion we use to assess time-feasibility is the one
defined in Stolzer et al. (2012) and that was already the one used in Coala.

Spread events. In AmoCoala, we introduce two new additional cophy-
logeny events: vertical and horizontal spreads. We now define and illustrate
both of them.

Vertical Spread. When for a symbiont s, a vertical spread happens at
a host h, the evolution of the symbiont s freezes in h, i.e. s continues to
be associated with h and with the new species that descend from h. In the
toy example depicted in Figure 1(a), we see that the symbionts s1, s2 are
both related to all the hosts h3, h4, h5. One possible explanation is that the
symbiont s5 (the most recent common ancestor of s1, s2) was present in all
the clade of h8 (which is the most recent common ancestor of h3, h4, h5). In
that case, we say that h8 is the ancestral host of s5 and the two clades Ss5
(which denotes the symbiont clade rooted in s5) and Hh8 (the host clade
rooted in h8) are related. We say that a vertical spread has happened at
symbiont s5 and we associate s5 with all the vertices in the subtree rooted
in h8 (see Figure 1(b)).

Horizontal Spread. In some datasets, we see the occurrence of a same
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symbiont in two different clades of the host tree. Such a situation cannot
occur when relying only on cospeciation, duplication, loss, host switch or
vertical spread events. Indeed, as already underlined, the 4 initial events
never produce multiple associations, while the vertical spread produces them
only within clades. For this reason, we introduce a horizontal spread event.
In the horizontal spread event, the symbiont remains with the initial host but
at the same time gets associated with (invades) another host incomparable
with the first, and undergoes a freeze, actually a double freeze as the evolution
of the symbiont freezes in relation to the evolution of the host to which it
was initially associated and in relation to the evolution of the second one it
invaded. For illustrative purposes only, we show in Figure 2 an example of
a reconciliation involving a horizontal spread event. The horizontal spread
event happens in vertex s5 as it is associated to two subtrees of the host tree,
rooted in h6 and h7, respectively.

2.2 General framework of AmoCoala

The method we propose is based on the approximate Bayesian computa-
tion (ABC) method that was already used in Coala (Baudet et al., 2015).
We briefly recall it here for the sake of completeness. ABC methods belong
to a family of likelihood-free Bayesian inference algorithms that attempt to
estimate posterior densities for problems where the likelihood is unknown or
may not be easily computed. ABC only requires that simulations under the
statistical model at stake are possible. We recall that the likelihood function
expresses the probability of the observed data under a particular statistical
model. More specifically, given a set of observed data D0 (in our case the
input (H,S, φ)) and starting with a prior distribution π on the space of the
parameters of the model (here, the probabilities of the four classical cophy-
logeny events), the objective is to estimate the parameter values θ that could
lead to the observed data using a Bayesian framework. Formally, we are
interested in the posterior distribution p(θ|D0) = p(D0|θ)π(θ)/p(D0).

For simple models, the likelihood function p(D0|θ) can typically be de-
rived. However, for more complex models the likelihood function might be
computationally very costly to evaluate. In these cases, ABC methods ap-
proximate the posterior distribution by simulations, the outcomes of which
are compared with the observed data. First, a population of N parameter
values θi is sampled from the prior distribution. Then, for each sampled pa-
rameter θ, a dataset D̃θ is simulated. It consists in a simulated symbiont tree
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S̃θ together with a reconciliation λ̃ from S̃θ to H. This dataset D̃θ is then
compared with the real dataset D0 through a discrepancy measure which is
used as a quality measure to accept or reject the candidate parameter value
θ. In many cases when it is believed that the prior and posterior densities are
very different, the acceptance rate is very low. To deal with that issue, we
can rely more specifically on a likelihood-free Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)
search that involves many iterations of the simulation procedure, each itera-
tion targeting more precisely good candidate parameter values.

Given an input dataset (H,S, φ), an ABC-SMC method was developed
in Coala (Baudet et al., 2015) to infer the posterior density of the proba-
bility of each of the four classical events, namely cospeciation, duplication,
host switch and loss. Coala includes two main parts. The first consists in
a simulation algorithm of the coevolutionary history of symbionts and their
hosts. More specifically, given the host tree H and a vector θ = 〈pc, pd, ps, pl〉
specifying the probability of each of the classical cophylogeny events, the
model generates a symbiont tree S̃θ together with a reconciliation from S̃θ to
H describing the ancient host-symbiont associations. In AmoCoala, this
first part is improved by introducing spread events whose probabilities of oc-
currence are fixed throughout all the simulations, while being heterogeneous
along the host tree and specific to the original dataset. The second part
concerns a method to select the most likely probability vectors based on an
ABC-SMC variant. It relies on the main idea that the most likely vectors θ
will generate trees S̃θ together with reconciliations λ̃ from S̃θ to H that are
similar to the original input (H,S, φ).

In Coala, the symbiont trees together with their leaf associations were
summarised through labelled trees and this step thus relied on a phylogenetic
distance between labelled trees. In AmoCoala, this part is improved by the
introduction of a new distance that accounts for the possibility of multiple
associations between S̃θ and H. Indeed, the symbiont trees together with
their leaves association may now be summarised through set-labelled trees
(i.e. trees with leaves labelled by subsets of L(H)). We thus provide and
rely here on a new phylogenetic distance between set-labelled trees. To the
best of our knowledge, distances between set-labelled trees have not been
considered in the literature and our proposal for such may be of independent
interest.

In a nutshell, to deal with multiple associations coming from spread
events, we thus extend Coala as follows: (i) we first propose estimators
of vertical and horizontal spread probabilities given the input (H,S, φ); (ii)
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we introduce a new method to simulate the cophylogeny of the symbiont
tree, along the host tree and given a candidate probability for each of the
4 classical cophylogeny events (cospeciation, duplication, host switch and
loss) which also takes into account the probabilities of vertical and horizon-
tal spread; (iii) we introduce a new distance to compare the simulated to the
real symbiont trees in presence of multiple associations to the host tree.

2.3 Estimation of the probabilities of the events

In AmoCoala, the probabilities 〈pc, pd, ps, pl〉 of the classical cophy-
logeny events (cospeciation, duplication, host switch and loss) are parameters
inferred relying on the ABC-SMC approach, namely they are first sampled
from a prior distribution and then later selected according to some criteria
that are specified later. On the contrary, the probabilities pvs and phs
for the (vertical and horizontal) spread events are not estimated
within the ABC-SMC method but rather in a preliminary step,
directly from the input. This choice is mainly driven by the fact that in a
realistic model the spread probabilities are not constant throughout the host
tree. For instance, a spread event appearing near to the root is less likely to
happen than one close to the leaves. Indeed, spread events were introduced
partly to account for recent host switches (see point (iii) in the introduction)
and more generally they are motivated by the fact that symbionts may not
diversify immediately, which happens less likely close to the root. Then, as
the probability of a spread event is specific to each vertex of the host tree,
sampling the spread events will increase significantly the size of the param-
eter space and thus the size of the space of the generated symbiont trees.
Hence, in this framework the spread probabilities cannot be inferred in the
procedure. Nevertheless, these probabilities are clearly related to the shape
of the host and symbiont trees and to the associations between their leaves.
For this reason, we exploit the signal from the input to calculate the proba-
bilities of the spread events. These probabilities are used in the generation
of the putative symbiont trees and are not parameters to be inferred through
the ABC-SMC method. Details are given in the Supplementary Material.

2.4 Simulation of a symbiont tree in AmoCoala

We now describe the procedure of generation of simulated symbiont trees
in AmoCoala. Similarly to Coala, our algorithm takes as input (H,S, φ)
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and the probabilities of each of the events, and simulates the evolution of the
symbionts by following the evolution of the hosts, i.e. by traversing H from
the root to the leaves, and progressively constructing the phylogenetic tree S̃
for the symbionts and at the same time mapping them to subsets of vertices
of the host tree, i.e. constructing λ̃. In this process, a symbiont vertex
can be in two different states: mapped or unmapped. At the moment of its
creation, a new vertex s̃ is unmapped and is assigned a temporary position
on an arc a of the host tree H. We denote this situation by 〈s̃ : a〉. We let
h(a) denote the head of the arc a (i.e. the vertex at the endpoint of a that
is farthest from the root). Then vertex s̃ is mapped to either vertex h(a) of
H (i.e. λ̃(s̃) = {h(a)} for cospeciation, duplication and host switch) or to a
subset H of vertices of H (i.e. λ̃(s̃) = H for vertical and horizontal spread).
Notice that for the vertical spread, the subset of vertices H corresponds to
a clade in H, while for the horizontal spread it corresponds to the union of
two clades in H.

In the cases of cospeciation, duplication, and host switch, a speciation
has occurred in the symbiont tree and hence two children are created for
s̃, denoted by s̃1 and s̃2. Their positioning along the arcs of the host then
depends on which of the three events took place. In the case of a loss, no
child for s̃ is created (at this step) since there is no symbiont speciation, and
s̃ is just moved to one of the two arcs outgoing from h(a) chosen randomly.

The case of a spread event is different. Consider for instance the example
in Figure 3. A vertical spread occurs at the symbiont s6 on the host h8 and
thus s6 is associated to all the subtree Hh8 (the host clade rooted in h8).
Moreover, we choose that all the symbionts descendent from s6 are associ-
ated to the same clade as s6 (see Definition 2, part 3c in the Supplementary
Material). We now need to choose a realistic way of continuing the simula-
tion of the symbiont subtree below s6. We call the subtree of the symbiont
tree rooted at a vertex associated to a spread event (vertical or horizontal)
a ghost subtree. In Figure 3, the subtree Ss6 is a ghost subtree. Then dur-
ing the generation of the symbiont tree S̃ when a symbiont s̃ undergoes a
spread event, we need to simulate the ghost subtree rooted in s̃ up to its
leaves, in order to end up the simulation in this part of the tree. After a
spread event, with the passing of time, both the host and the symbiont have
evolved and in addition, it could be that some hosts have lost some of their
symbionts. Taking into account all the possible evolutions of the symbiont
is computationally unfeasible in practice. Therefore, for computational rea-
sons, we decide to promote the simplest situation. In particular, no other
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event takes place after a spread event and we mimic in this part of the sim-
ulated symbiont tree the evolution occurring in the real symbiont tree. To
this purpose, we choose a topology and leaf associations that are identical to
those present in S. More formally, if a vertical spread occurs at s̃ on the host
h, we consider the set of host leaves descendent from h, namely L = L(Hh).
Let L′ be the set of symbiont leaves that are associated to the leaves in L,
i.e. L′ = φ−1(L) ∩ L(S). The ghost subtree S̃s̃ is then set equal to S|L′ , the
subtree of the real symbiont tree induced by L′. The case of horizontal spread
is analogous, except that the set of leaves L is given by the union of L(Hh)
and L(Hh′) where h, h′ are the two host vertices involved in the horizontal
spread. Once the ghost tree is set, the simulation ends in this part of the
tree. Notice that as already mentioned, the spread events are more likely to
occur far from the root, so that the loss of variability in the simulated tree S̃
induced by this choice is counterbalanced by the fact that it should affect a
small part of the tree. More details are given in the Supplementary Material.

2.5 ABC-SMC inference method

AmoCoala is based on the same ABC-SMC method presented in Coala.
It is an iterative method with many rounds, and it involves a summary dis-
tance that describes the quality of any candidate vector θ (i.e. how much
it is susceptible to have generated the observed dataset). For the sake of
completeness, we include the details of the method in the Supplementary
Material and report here only the differences. In particular, the main differ-
ence consists in the summary distance measure used to quantify the quality
of the vectors θ. The discrepancy between the simulated dataset (the gener-
ated symbiont trees and their host associations) and the observed one (the
real symbiont tree and its host associations) is measured through a distance
between phylogenetic trees which can be calculated in polynomial time. Sim-
ilarly as in Coala, this discrepancy is constructed from two components: (i)
d1, that describes how much the simulated tree S̃θ is representative of the
vector θ, and ii) d2 that measures how much is S̃θ (and its labels) topologi-
cally similar to S (and its labels). The value of d1 is computed identically as
in Coala. As concerns point (ii), the metric used here is different from the
one used in Coala and we detail its definition and motivation in the next
paragraph.
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2.6 A distance between set-labelled trees

In AmoCoala, the leaves of both the observed and the simulated sym-
biont trees (S and S̃ respectively) are labelled by the host leaves to which they
are associated. Thus, due to possible multiple associations in AmoCoala,
those symbiont trees are what we call set-labelled trees, that is, their leaves
are labelled with sets and not with singletons. To the best of our knowledge,
distances for set-labelled trees have not been considered in the literature and
we believe our proposal for such is thus of independent interest.

We first recall that the MAST distance of two phylogenetic trees T1 and
T2 corresponds to the number of leaves in the largest isomorphic subtree
that is common to the two trees (subtrees common to the two trees are
called agreement subtrees and we look for the one with the largest number of
leaves). Clearly this isomorphism takes into account the labels of the trees.
The MAST distance can be calculated in O(n2) time where n is the size of the
largest input tree (Ganapathy et al., 2006). For set-labelled trees, we need
to take into account the sizes of the sets of labels in the possible agreement
subtrees.

Thus, given a set-labelled tree T , we denote its weight by w(T ) =
∑

v∈L(T ) |l(v)|,
where l(v) is the set of labels associated to the leaf v. Now, a maximum agree-
ment set-labelled subtree, denoted by MAS(T1, T2), is a set-labelled subtree
that is common to the two trees T1, T2 and which has largest weight. Notice
that the MAS of two trees does not necessarily have the maximum number
of leaves among the set-labelled agreement subtrees, as shown in Figure 4. In
the same way as the MAST distance is defined, we introduce the maximum
agreement set distance, denoted by dMAS, between two set-labelled phylo-
genetic trees T1,T2 as well as a normalized related quantity d2, respectively
defined as

dMAS(T1, T2) = max{w(T1), w(T2)} − w(MAS(T1, T2))

d2(T1, T2) =
dMAS(T1, T2)

max{w(T1), w(T2)}
= 1− w(MAS(T1, T2))

max{w(T1), w(T2)}
.

We can prove that dMAS is a metric and that it can be calculated in polyno-
mial time using a dynamic programming algorithm. Note that the normalized
quantity d2 has the advantage of lying in [0, 1] and is computed with the same
complexity as dMAS. It is only a pseudo-distance (as it does not satisfy the
triangular inequality). However, the resulting d(θ) defined relying on d2 will,
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with some abuse of notation, be called a summary distance (see details in
the Supplementary Material).

3 Experimental results and discussion

To evaluate our tool, we used both synthetic and real datasets. The
synthetic datasets were generated in a similar way as in Baudet et al. (2015).
The results are much the same to the ones of Coala and do not bring any
new insights. These are a proof of concept of AmoCoala and can be found
in the Supplementary Material.

3.1 Biological datasets

To test our method, we selected 4 biological datasets from the literature.
The choice of these datasets was dictated by: (1) the availability of the data
in public databases, (2) the desire to cover for situations as widely different
as possible in terms of the topology of the trees and the presence of multiple
associations. The phylogenetic trees of each dataset can be found in the
Supplementary Material. As already mentioned, any dataset D containing
multiple associations cannot be analysed with Coala. Thus, in order to
compare the results with those obtained by Coala (Baudet et al., 2015), for
each real dataset D we generated a dataset DCoala which is obtained from
D by randomly choosing exactly one association (among existing ones and
whenever there are more than 2 such associations) for each symbiont leaf.
Notice that this is what is usually done in the literature when analysing such
datasets with a method that does not allow for multiple associations. We
detail here the results obtained for only two datasets, the reader can find the
remaining ones in the Supplementary Material.

Dataset 1: AP - Acacia & Pseudomyrmex. This dataset was extracted
from Gómez-Acevedo et al. (2010) and displays the interaction between Aca-
cia plants and Pseudomyrmex, a genus of ants. Although the authors did
not use a cophylogeny reconstruction tool to analyse the dataset, this is con-
sidered as a typical example of mutualism between ants and plants, and the
authors show that their relationship originated in Mesoamerica between the
late Miocene to the middle Pliocene, with eventual diversification of both
groups in Mexico. The host and symbiont trees include 9 and 7 leaves, re-
spectively. The dataset has 22 multiple-associations. The corresponding
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dataset with no multiple association is called APCoala.
Dataset 2: SFC - Smut Fungi & Caryophillaceus plants. This dataset was

extracted from Refrégier et al. (2008). The host and symbiont trees include
15 and 16 leaves, respectively. The dataset has 4 multiple associations. The
corresponding dataset with no multiple association is called SFCCoala. Notice
that this is the same dataset used in Baudet et al. (2015).

In Figures 5 and 6, we present for each of the cophylogeny events, the
distribution of the inferred probabilities obtained by running AmoCoala
and Coala. First notice that the results change substantially when we
consider the complete dataset instead of the one obtained by removing the
multiple associations. Indeed, from the graphics in the third row of Figure 5,
we see that if we ignore multiple associations, then Coala explains the
dataset using a very low cospeciation frequency and a high number of switches
and losses. In general, we can say that Coala detects a high incongruence
between the trees which cannot be explained by cospeciations. However, if
the complete dataset is considered, i.e. the one including all the multiple
associations, we see from the first two rows of Figure 5 that the dataset can
be explained by only 2-3 horizontal spreads, a high number of cospeciations,
a very low number of duplications and switches and also a significantly lower
number of losses. Thus, the incongruence between the two phylogenetic trees
can be explained by approximately 3 horizontal spreads and then most of
the events correspond to cospeciations, which is an indication of coevolution.
This is in accordance with what is expected for this dataset, which, as already
mentioned in the previous paragraph, is considered as a typical example of
mutualism between ants and plants.

Next, we considered the dataset SFC with multiple associations proposed
in Refrégier et al. (2008). From Figure 6, we can see that both methods show
similar results concerning cospeciations, duplications and host switches while
AmoCoala outputs a smaller number of losses (less then 25%) compared to
Coala (less then 40%). In Refrégier et al. (2008), the different analyses
performed indicated that the most plausible reconciliations presented for
the SFC dataset have from 0 to 3 cospeciations, no duplication, 12 to 15
host switches and 0 to 2 losses. It is impossible for us to calculate the
number of events in a parsimony framework because there is no parsimonious
algorithm for computing optimal reconciliations in the presence of vertical
and horizontal spreads. Nonetheless, we have access to estimated frequencies
of the reconstructed events. Moreover, from the definition of the model (see
the Supplementary Material) we know that the sum of the classical events
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(cospeciation, duplication and host switch), excluding the loss event, is equal
to the number of internal vertices of the symbiont tree. The symbiont tree
(that is the same for SFC and SFCCoala) has 15 internal vertices. Based on the
analyses presented in Refrégier et al. (2008), we expect to have events with
the following frequencies: between 0% and 20% for cospeciations (from 0 to
3 events), 0% for duplications (no duplications), between 80% and 100% for
host switches (from 12 to 15 events) and between 0% and 13% for losses (from
0 to 2 events). To compare the results output by the two methods (Coala
and AmoCoala) with those expected from the analyses of Refrégier et al.
(2008), we cluster the parameter vectors output by the methods. Indeed,
both Coala and AmoCoala perform a hierarchical clustering procedure
to group the final list of accepted parameter vectors. We then compared the
cluster patterns found by the two methods. Table 1 shows the representative
vectors of each of the clusters output by AmoCoala (for the SFC dataset)
and by Coala (for the SFCCoala dataset). Notice that as already mentioned
in Baudet et al. (2015), a vector with a high frequency of host switches can
generate a large space of simulated trees, many of which can have a high
distance from the real symbiont tree. Thus, it is clear that such vectors are
more difficult to be output by both Coala and AmoCoala.

From the results in Table 1, we have that the event vector that is most
similar to the expected one according to Refrégier et al. (2008) is Cluster
2 for AmoCoala run on the SFC dataset (22.4% for cospeciations, 0.4%
for duplications, 54.3% for host switches and 22.8% for losses). It is also
important to note that the number of vectors that are part of this cluster is
high (12 out of 50 vectors accepted in the third round). Notice that Cluster 5
of Coala run on SFCCoala is also close to these values, however this cluster is
supported by only 2 of the accepted vectors. Moreover, all the representative
vectors of the clusters output by AmoCoala have a frequency of duplication
close to 0, which is in agreement with what is expected from Refrégier et al.
(2008).

Overall the results obtained with AmoCoala are closer to the result
presented in Refrégier et al. (2008) than those that were obtained by Coala
which ignores such multiple associations. This shows again the importance
of taking into account the latter.
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4 Concluding comments

In this paper, we propose a method, called AmoCoala, which for a
given pair of host and symbiont trees, estimates the probabilities of the co-
phylogeny events, in presence of spread events, relying on an approximate
Bayesian computation (ABC) approach. In AmoCoala, it is possible to
estimate the probabilities of the classical cophylogeny events (cospeciation,
duplication, host switch and loss) and also the probabilities of horizontal and
vertical spreads. These two latter events allow to study datasets that con-
tain multiple associations. The model uses set-labelled trees and to compare
them we introduced a new distance, called MAS, which we believe can be of
independent interest.

AmoCoala on one hand provides more confidence in the set of costs
to be used for the reconciliation of a given pair of host and symbiont trees,
while on the other hand, it allows to estimate the probabilities of the events
even in the case of large datasets. We evaluate our method on synthetic and
real datasets.

This work leads to different research directions. First, it would be in-
teresting to define better distances for set-labelled trees. To the best of our
knowledge, these types of trees have not been considered in the literature
and it would be interesting to generalise (if possible) some of the well-known
phylogenetic distances to set-labelled trees. Another direction is to include
the vertical and horizontal spreads in the parsimonious reconciliation frame-
work. Thus, a perspective to this work is to design a reconciliation procedure
that includes these switches.

5 Software and Supplementary Material

The software is available at https://team.inria.fr/erable/en/software/
amocoala/. Supplementary Material is available at http://team.inria.fr/
erable/files/2022/05/AmoCoala_Supplementary.pdf.
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Figure 1: (a) Example of a dataset with multiple associations. The leaf associations are
represented by plain lines and given by φ(s1) = {h3, h4, h5};φ(s2) = {h3, h4, h5};φ(s3) =
{h2};φ(s4) = {h1}. (b) In dotted lines, a reconciliation involving 2 cospeciations in s
and s6 and 1 vertical spread in s5. More precisely, the reconciliation is given by λ(s) =
{h};λ(s6) = {h6} and λ(s5) = {h3, h4, h5, h7, h8} (on the symbiont leaves, we have λ = φ).
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Figure 2: (a) Example of a dataset with multiple associations. The leaf associations are
represented by plain lines and given by φ(s1) = {h2, h4, h5};φ(s2) = {h1, h2, h4};φ(s3) =
{h3};φ(s4) = {h1}. (b) In dotted lines, a reconciliation involving a horizontal spread
event is shown. The symbiont s5 makes a horizontal spread from h6 to h7 (or from h7 to
h6) and thus is associated to the two subtrees Hh6

and Hh7
(i.e. λ(s5) = Hh6

∪ Hh7
).

The symbiont s is associated to a duplication (and λ(s) = {h}) and the symbiont s6 to a
cospeciation (and λ(s6) = {h}).
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ϕ(s1) = {h3, h4, h5}
ϕ(s2) = {h3, h4, h5}
ϕ(s3) = {h3, h4, h5}
ϕ(s4) = {h1, h2}

λ(s6) = {h3, h4, h5, h7, h8}

Figure 3: The symbiont s6 is associated to a vertical spread on the host h8
and thus is associated to all the subtree Hh8 . As we do not know exactly how
the symbiont s5 is associated, we symbolically associate it to all the vertices
in Hh8 . The subtree of S in red corresponds to a ghost subtree.
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Figure 4: (a) Two set-labelled phylogenetic trees. T1 has weight 9 and T2 has
weight 11. In (b), (c), (d), three different agreement set-labelled subtrees of
weights 6, 5 and 7 respectively. The maximum agreement set-labelled subtree
is the one depicted in (d) and notice that it does not have the maximum
number of leaves.
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Table 1: Representative vectors of the clusters produced by AmoCoala (for
the SFC dataset) and by Coala (for the SFCCoala dataset). The column
#vectors indicates the number of vectors in the cluster.

Dataset Cluster pc pd ps pl #vectors

SFC

1 0.531 0.004 0.282 0.183 19

2 0.226 0.004 0.543 0.228 14

3 0.898 0.020 0.040 0.042 12

4 0.859 0.062 0.002 0.077 5

SFCCoala

1 0.437 0.002 0.357 0.204 20

2 0.417 0.274 0.003 0.306 19

3 0.850 0.002 0.005 0.144 5

4 0.005 0.418 0.003 0.575 4

5 0.144 0.001 0.548 0.308 2
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Figure 5: Comparison of the results obtained with AmoCoala and Coala
for the dataset AP. In each graphic, we show for each event type, the distri-
bution of the parameter values. In the first two rows, the results provided
by AmoCoala and in the third row, the ones provided by Coala.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the results obtained with AmoCoala and Coala
for the dataset SFC. In each graphic, we show for each event type, the dis-
tribution of the parameter values. In the first two rows, the results provided
by AmoCoala and in the third row, the ones provided by Coala.
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